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A HUGE WELL DONE AND
THANK YOU!

We wanted to begin with a huge well done to the
Year 3 for their superb progress in all areas of
school life. You have demonstrated your kindness,
care and respect on a daily basis. The work you
have produced, in all areas of the curriculum,
shows how enthusiastic you are to learn and how
much your confidence has grown since September.
To the parents of Year 3, thank you for your
continued support this academic year. We
appreciate the work that you do to support your
child with their homework, reading books and
overall shaping them into wonderful humans!
Attendance Sealions – 90.1
Attendance Narwhals – 94.5

READING

We thoroughly enjoy our Year 3 routine of Reading
Groups. This is when we get to listen to you read
aloud and you are able to show off your fantastic
understanding by responding to questions about
the text. For this to continue to be a success, we ask
that you dedicate time to read at home and bring
your book into school each day.

GEOGRAPHY

We have expanded our Geography skills by
building an understanding of Volcanoes and
Earthquakes. You have shown that you are able to
use technical vocabulary to describe how
volcanoes are formed, the causes of their
eruptions and the impact this has on the Earth. We
SCIENCE
have recently began to discuss and research
This half term we have studied plants in Science. We earthquakes. You will be excited to know that we
have worked in teams to plan our own are going to continue this topic next half term! We
investigations. We planted and looked after our will become experts.
very own plants in order to investigate in what
conditions they can survive. We placed them all
SPANISH
around the classroom including under a book shelf
and hidden behind furniture (which made watering
the plants an interesting task!) Another interesting
experiment was using celery and food dye to see
how water is transported up a stem. We look
forward to planning more experiments and
Did you know we are on our way to becoming
investigations together as super Scientists.
fluent in Spanish?
We are having so much fun in our Spanish lessons
with the help of Miss Tweedy. We now feel
confident with greetings, telling someone our
name and how we are feeling. Muy bien!

